Dear Colleague,

The *CSCTFL Report* is a peer-reviewed scholarly volume that is published online by the Central States Conference on the Teaching of Foreign Languages.

• Beginning in 2019, CSCTFL began accepting submissions from all scholars rather than limiting submissions to scholars whose work was submitted for presentation at the annual convention.

• Manuscripts should address the teaching and learning of languages other than English and be accessible to a broad range of readers. Papers that address the conference theme *Multiple Perspectives. One Vision.* will be given priority.

• Manuscripts may be submitted at any point throughout the calendar year. Papers submitted before November 1 in any given year will be considered for publication in the *Report* for the following year. The publication window for the 2021 CSCTFL Report will close on November 1, 2020.

• The *CSCTFL Report* adheres to standard professional practices, including double-blind review.

• Publication decisions include *Accept, Minor Revision, Major Revision* and *Reject* will be rendered promptly. Authors who are invited to revise are expected to adhere to the stated revision deadlines and to thoughtfully address all queries.

• Additional information, the *Guidelines for Authors* and the evaluation rubric are available at [https://csctfl.wildapricot.org/page-1860386](https://csctfl.wildapricot.org/page-1860386)

• Please e-mail your submissions to Anne Nerenz: csctfl.exec.director@gmail.com

Sincerely,

Anne Nerenz, Ph.D.
Executive Director, CSCTFL